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SCUOLA DI 
ARCHITETTURA URBANISTICA
INGEGNERIA DELLE 
COSTRUZIONIPOLITECNICO

MILANO 1863

Bilateral Agreement Extra UE: 2 positions

Technical Information

Tianjin University
http://www.tju.edu.cn/english/
national ranking #3

Promoter: Marco Bovati
Language of the courses: English
Language requirements: at least IELTS with an overall 
score of 6.0; TOEFL overall score no less than 80. 
English native speakers are exempted.

Tianjin University is the oldest institution of higher education in the modern 
history of China. Founded in 1895 as Peiyang University, Tianjin University’s 
125-year history is the epitome of the progress of modern Chinese higher 
education, embodying the Chinese people’s indomitability through 
challenging times. During its growth spanning three centuries, the University 
has been a pioneer in several fields, from the first aero engine in China to the 
first Hydraulics Laboratory established in China.
Tianjin University has been a pioneer in several fields. Here we outline some 
of the firsts to have been achieved on campus, from the first aero engine in 
China to the first unmanned aerial vehicle. Their stories are filled with the 
pioneering spirit, inventiveness, and innovation that we try to foster here at 
TJU, and can enlighten both students and the public, inspiring everyone to 
push forward no matter what their project. During our long history, many 
notable scholars have studied in Tianjin University’s halls, enriching the 
culture of the university and sending forth new graduates into the world with 
the skills and knowledge they need to contribute to society.

Points of strength

School of Architecture Tianjin University is one of top architectural schools 
in China. Architecture and urban planning disciplines are ranked No.3, 
landscape architecture ranked as No.5. The teaching is based on strong 
pragmatism and buildability of the architecture but with strong emphasis of 
innovation and experimentation. 
The School of Architecture of Tianjin university has a strong background in 
professionalism. Several great Master of architecture and National Awarded 
professionals in China are graduated in this institute. 

Call for International Mobility for ay 2021/22

Architettura - Architettura delle Costruzioni/Building 
Architecture
Sustainable Architecture and Landscape Design
Architectural Design and History

Architettura - Ambiente Costruito Interni/Architecture-
- Built Environment-Interiors
Architettura e Disegno Urbano/Architecture and Urban Design


